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Attendee
Feedback ...
You can never stop learning new ways to
better service your guests. I love being able
to hear a wide variety of speakers in the
hospitality segment and how they currently do
things that are making them successful in that
realm!
Andrea Meza, Dallas Marriott Suites

It was an incredible experience! The class
was just what I needed to get out of the rut I
was in and get excited again about creating
moments that matter. I’ve never attended
anything like it and I’ve been sharing it with
my team every day. Thank you for putting in
the long hours to create such a memorable
class, I can’t wait for 2019!
Karolina Empey, Topgolf

I am always open to gaining knowledge. I
did not expect to learn as much as I did. All
of the presenters and panelists provided a
lot of insight into world-class hospitality and
customer service. I took a ton of notes and will
be implementing some ideas with my team
and sharing the knowledge that l gained from
the class. I wish that everyone could come in
contact with a seminar of this caliber.
Garland White, Magnolia Hotel Downtown Dallas

The class provides a one-day opportunity
away from the hustle and bustle of daily
activities and immediate demands to consider
the importance of customer service and the
overall customer experience.
Barry Herbert, AT&T Performing Arts Center

From the moment we arrived until the sad
time we had to depart, everything was
first-class and top-notch. Not one tiny detail
was overlooked. Everyone attending felt so
incredibly welcome. The facility was lovely,
well designed, fun and inviting. The food was
delicious and plentiful. Bonus! At the end of
the day, the music, dancing, food and libations
capped the end to a wonderful event! It was one
of the best days in my long career! I smiled for
quite some time after I departed.
Patsy Brockway, Dallas Summer Musicals

I was thoroughly impressed with not only
the speakers, but the great content that was
offered throughout the entire program. It
is rare to attend a 7-hour seminar that was
so well-paced and really felt relevant and
packed with great material… This was really
an excellent program – I can’t brag enough.
Great job, everyone! Also, Southwest was a
perfect place to do this seminar - makes a
big difference when you can be hosted by a
company that publicly walks the walk, taking
care of both its customers and employees.
Hannah Garcia, Sammons Center for the Arts

Dallas Delivers - Master
Class content
-240,900 impressions over 9 days
-18 tweets

#DallasHospitality
-Used 295 times by 84 people
-546 engagements
-1.3 million impressions
-5 winners based on social
interactions

Website
-3,126 web visits
-65 completed surveys

